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Reading: Literature/Informational Text T3T2T1

Applies grade level phonics and word analysis

skills in decoding words

Reads and comprehends third grade texts from a

variety of genres independently and proficiently

Asks and answers questions using evidence from

the text to demonstrate understanding

Describes how story elements build on earlier

sections of the story

Determines central message and explains how it

is conveyed through key details

Describes characters in a story and explains how

their actions contribute to the sequence of events

Determines the main idea and key details of the

text

Identifies nonfiction text structures and describes

how ideas are connected to author’s purpose

Efficiently uses text features and search tools to

locate relevant information

Compares and contrasts the key ideas and details

from two or more texts in fiction and nonfiction

Distinguishes own point of view from the author,

narrator, or characters

Language T3T2T1

Demonstrates command of standard English

grammar and usage when speaking

Determines or clarifies the meaning of unknown

and multiple meaning words and phrases

Acquires and uses academic and content specific

vocabulary

Writing T3T2T1

Produces writing in which development and

organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and

audience

Writes routinely in a variety of genres for

content specific tasks, purposes, or audiences

Conducts research to build knowledge about a

topic

Demonstrates command of capitalization,

punctuation, grammar, and spelling when writing

Revises to strengthen writing

Speaking and Listening T3T2T1

Asks and answers questions to seek help, get

information, or deepen understanding

Engages effectively in discussions adapting

speech to a variety of contexts and tasks

History/Social Studies T3T2T1

Interprets data from maps, charts and globes

Demonstrates an understanding of unit content

and concepts

Uses unit vocabulary appropriately

Math: Operations and Algebraic Thinking T3T2T1

Fluently multiplies within 100

Fluently divides within 100

Solves word problems using addition and

subtraction

Solves two-step word problems using

multiplication and division

Uses appropriate strategies for problem solving

Math: Number and Operations in Base Ten T3T2T1

Rounds whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100

Fluently adds and subtracts within 1000

Math: Number and Operations - Fractions T3T2T1

Represents a fraction on a number line

Compares two fractions with the same

denominator or numerator

Recognizes and generates simple equivalent

fractions

Math: Measurement and Data T3T2T1

Solves elapsed time problems to the nearest

minute

Measures accurately with a ruler to the nearest

1/4 inch

Measures and calculates perimeter of polygons

Finds area of rectangles

Draws and interprets bar graphs, pictographs,

and line plots

Solves one-step word problems involving mass

or volume

Math: Geometry T3T2T1

Sorts 2-D figures by attributes

Understands fractions of a shape
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Science and Technology Engineering T3T2T1

Asks questions that can be investigated and

predicts reasonable outcomes

Conducts an investigation or experiment and

collects appropriate data

Analyzes and evaluates evidence to reach

conclusions and solutions, using essential

scientific vocabulary in conversations and

journals

Collaborates with others in conversation and/or

in written form (drawings, graphs, etc.) to

explain topic concepts or share design ideas

Technology T3T2T1

Uses a variety of digital tools with support to

produce and publish writing

Work Habits T3T2T1

Is attentive

Follows directions

Stays on task and completes activities

Demonstrates organizational skills

Works neatly and carefully

Completes and returns homework

Social Skills/Behavior T3T2T1

Shows kindness and consideration of others

Follows classroom and school rules

Works cooperatively

Demonstrates self-discipline

Remote Expectations T3T2T1

Is prepared for class

Attends and stays on the meeting for the entire

class time

Participates appropriately and constructively

Demonstrates age appropriate independence with

remote learning

Completes remote assignments on time

Visual Arts T3T2T1

Is able to apply a variety of techniques to

different 2D and 3D materials

Applies the use of observation and imagination

in art work

Demonstrates safe, cooperative, and responsible

behavior with art materials and class time

Music T3T2T1

Demonstrate the ability to sing a varied

repertoire of music, accurately and in tune, using

an age-appropriate, healthy tone

Demonstrate the ability to understand, create,

and perform using simple rhythmic and melodic

notation

Demonstrate the ability to understand, describe,

and respond to basic elements of music using

appropriate musical terminology

Demonstrate safe, cooperative, and responsible

behavior with instructional materials and class

time

Physical Education and Health T3T2T1

Demonstrates comprehensive physical education

skills and practices for grade level

Demonstrates appropriate movement patterns

and body coordination and how they relate to the

specific units taught

Demonstrates safe, cooperative, and responsible

behavior during physical activities


